
3/2/72 
Dear Larry, 

Relet 27: Thanks for the wire copy on rejection of Ray's appeal (remarkable how the ansonnent of the alleged escape attempt was delayed until no close to its lease), whoch I have not soon reported in any paper, and the old Banister clips. 

There had to sam be something fishy about your elders who considered Banister to be your Com..issioner of 4'olics in 1960, a. for ho hal - been fired by the 	 surious and most irresponsible misconduct. 

The reason reported for his leaving the P.BI is hokum. . 	source is Aaron Bohn, blood- oney of Jim Gerrie= and B13 former 213I associate and the man probably, behind tho scenes, responsible for his going to 14.0. Banister had irreversible brain damage before he left Chicago. This is probable the direct or indirect cause of his leeving PIZ. he did not go to more money. K. says this is really why he Got so crazy in 11.0., but I do not think it accounts for his farout, extreme—oven—for—the—right politics. In the heartland of racism, he was one of the more conspicuous and outstanding ones., 

I have the stay decision but haven't road it yet. Jim says it is the same old stuff. 

Jim also says iob filed bids copy. I was in DC yesterday. Didn't call Job. 

The more I think of shut hay has said about not having tried to escape, the more I an inclined to believe him, strange 	it may semen. If he is telling the truth, than it has to be a bad sign that such stuff is pulled. 

The initial reports were false. lie was not caught in the act. The strogest claim to evidence is the allegation that he was seen sneaking. away from the General area. 

Garrison has had some experience with knees and elbows. sakes a frequently—accepted substitute for fact. host people,do not read as critically as you do. done of the first part of the book eXeopt its error is origiaal with him. If you do not recall the early J2K years, you will not understand the man from this late--coming idolatry. 

111,nks. isest rggards. 



Sun. l'eb. 27... 

Dear Harold, 

Copy of Ap wire on appeal turn-down. Also a couple clips I found in our Banister file. I'm rereading Garrison's book. He has a nice wV4 of sticking a general paragraph in right after a specific, so as to say something while not being culpable. 

The short clip I sent you was one we ran in our news briefs column. 

F. 


